INTRODUCTION
Ever since cancer immunotherapy has emerged, many strategies have been devised to target and destroy tumors by eliciting effective anti-tumor immunity. Cytokine therapy, active specific immunotherapy (vaccination), and adaptive immunotherapy (using tumor specific T cells or monoclonal antibodies) have been developed. A variety of antigenic systems including irradiated tumor cells, tumor antigens, peptide immunization (both protein and genetic vaccination), and anti-idiotype antibodies have been utilized. Different approaches have been explored to stimulate humoral and/or cellular immune responses, and several adjuvants have been tested. With all of these endeavors, immunotherapy of cancer has not been effective for curing human cancers. Under optimal conditions it might only increase the survival time and hopefully improve the quality of life of cancer patients. Cancer immunotherapy requires new approaches as well as finding ways to improve currently used approaches in the hope to cure cancer.
While heat shock proteins (hsps) have been intensively studied at the mammalian level for more than two decades, a new and physiologically significant role for these highly conserved gene products has only become evident in the last several years. Relatively recent studies have demonstrated that stress proteins (often collectively referred to as hsps in this review) play a central and important role in the host's immune response. This is based in part on studies from the early to mid 1990s demonstrating that hsps could function as powerful vaccines. That these vaccines are applicable to the treatment of cancer has opened up a new perspective in cancer immunotherapy. This vaccine strategy has been promising in pre-clinical studies to immunize animals against cancer. Human clinical trials using tumor-derived hsp vaccinations are now underway. This review summarizes some of the basic background on stress proteins and focuses on more recently developed and novel strategies to hsp-based vaccination, highlighting the advantages and disadvantages of each. Several other excellent reviews of this field which emphasize the development, analysis and use of turmor-derived hsp vaccines are also available to the reader (1-6).
STRESS PROTEIN FAMILIES AND THEIR IMMUNOGICAL PROPERTIES

Chaperoning properties
It has been known for the last quarter of a century that heat shock selectively induce the expression of a few proteins called hsps (7) (8) (9) . While being induced by heat and other stress conditions, it has also been long recognized that hsps are also abundant proteins in the absence of stress and have important roles in regulating various cell functions. Known to act as 'molecular chaperones', hsps have been implicated in the folding and translocation of newly synthesized proteins, the assembly and disassembly of protein complexes, the refolding of misfolded proteins and, in special cases, the control of activity of native proteins (10) (11) (12) . Based on expression levels, the major hsps of mammalian cells are the hsp25, hsp70, hsp90, and hsp110, although other well known hsps are also recognized (e.g. hsp40 and hsp60). These reside in the nucleus, cytosol and, in certain cases the mitochondria. They are strongly induced by heat, ethanol, amino acid analogues, oxidative reagents, recovery from anoxia, heavy metals, and inflammation.
While the above described hsps reside primarily in the cytosol (and nucleus), a second and distinct family of stress proteins resides in the endoplasmic reticulim (ER). These proteins are called glucose regulated proteins (or grps) and differ from hsps in their cellular compartmentalization and regulation. They are referred to as grps based on their induction by glucose starvation. In addition to this, grps are also induced by reducing agents, anoxia, heavy metals, amino acid analogues, some reagents which interfere with calcium homeostasis, and inhibitors of glycosylation. All of these conditions interfere in one way or another with the function of the ER. Importantly, grps are basically hsps with regard to function and sequence homology. Interestingly, the redox balance across the ER membrane (cytosol being reductive and ER oxidative) appears to play a key role in a reciprocal regulation of hsps and grps. For example, grps are induced by anoxia (reductive stress) whereas subsequent reoxygenation (oxidative stress) depresses grp synthesis to control levels while concomitantly inducing hsps (13) . The redox states of the cytosol and ER are primary determinants in protein folding in these compartments. The oxidative state in the ER allows the formation of disulfide bond, which are disallowed in the cytosol. Reductive or oxidative stress is believed to interfere respectively with folding in either the cytosol or ER. The grp families are grp78 or BiP (a hsp70 homolog), grp94 (a hsp90 homolog), grp170 (a hsp110 homolog). Grps assist in the folding of secretory proteins and membrane bound proteins such as MHC class I and II (14) and immunoglobulins (15).
The chaperoning mechanism of hsps (and grps) has been most effectively studied by examining the E.coli DnaK protein (which is homologous to mammalian hsp70). It is believed that the chaperoning cycles of DnaK and protein substrate provide the substrate with the chance to fold on its own by preventing incorrect intra-or intermolecular interaction. The rate of binding and release is regulated so that substrate is bound to a chaperone long enough to prevent aggregation, but not too long to inhibit its proper folding. Quantitative measurements of the kinetics of the chaperoning cycle are not well established (16, 17) .
Peptide binding properties
Hsps and grps are thought to indiscriminately bind a broad range of substrates and yet they perform exact functions in specific cellular pathways. The substratebinding specificity and interacting co-factor specificity are main determinants of their functional specificities. Several groups have tried to determine whether hsp binding motifs are specific or promiscuous. While the hsps show indiscriminate binding behavior, each hsp also shows some unique specificity. Peptides that bind DnaK, BiP, and mammalian hsp70 were isolated and shown to have different amino acid sequence motifs (18-21). These chaperones also demonstrated different affinities for a single peptide, suggesting that they may have different substrate specificity (19, 22) .
Hsps interact with professional antigen presenting cells (APCs)
While hsps have essential intracellular functions as molecular chaperones, binding and chaperoning both proteins and peptides, they have also been shown to have important extracellular functions which are related to the host's immune response. It has been suggested that antigen presenting cells (APCs) which play a central role in antigen processing, have cell surface receptors specific for hsps (23 (27) . It has been further reported that gp96, hsp90, hsp70 and calreticulin (an ER chaperone) all utilize the same CD91 molecule as a receptor for internalization by APCs (dendritic cells and macrophages). How this is achieved remains a mystery since these proteins fall into three distinct gene families with no common overlapping sequence homology (28). CD91 is a receptor for alpha 2-macroglobulin (alpha 2-M), and it has recently been shown that alpha 2-M like hsps, can function as a T cell adjuvant (29). Thus, CD91 is not only involved in channeling exogenous antigens into the endogenous pathway of antigen presentaion, but also appears to possess a broad specificity to interact with ligands. While the receptors for hsps and how they function requires further elucidation, the intracellular pathway for antigen presentation also remains poorly understood.
It has been suggested that the processing of hsp-associated peptides require proteasomes and TAP (30). However, the sequence of the hspassociated peptide might determine the proteasome and TAP dependency (26).
Beyond the roles that hsps play in antigen presentation, it has been shown that hsps can induce APC maturation. Gp96 can induce an increased level of costimulatory molecules such as CD86 (B7-2) and upregulation of MHC class II molecules on DCs (30-32). Hsp72 was also shown to up-regulate surface expression of MHC class I in B16 melanoma cells (33). Using a mycobacterial hsp65 fusion protein, Cho et al. (34) demonstrated that it can directly stimulate DCs to upregulate surface expression of MHC class I molecules. Moreover, the activated dendritic cells are effective in eliciting CD4 T cell-independent production of CTL. We have also observed that hsp110 and grp170 can up-regulate surface expression of both MHC class I and class II on DCs (unpublished data). Thus, hsps may activate CD8 T cells even in the absence of CD4 T cells by providing the immune system with both signal I (up-regulation of MHC molecules) and signal II (up-regulation of co-stimulatory molecules).
It has also been demonstrated that hsp70 and gp96 can induce APCs to secrete proinflammatory cytokines (26, 31). Preliminary studies in our laboratory have also shown that hsp110 and grp170 can induce secretion of proinflammatory cytokines, IL-6, IL-12, and TNF-α (unpublished data). These cytokines, IL-12 in particular, are important in antigen specific immune responses.
Lastly, several studies have also demonstrated that hsps/grps can act as vaccines when purified from diseased tissues (e.g. cancers). It has been shown that hsps purified from tumors can effectively elicit antigen specific cytotoxic T cell (CTL) responses to the associated peptides which were being chaperoned in the cancer cell by the hsp (described below). These properties of hsps/grps to interact with APCs, is expected to contribute to their ability to function as powerful vaccines. A discussion of this follows.
IMMUNOGENICITY OF HSPs
Tumor-derived hsp vaccines
The concept of hsps as autologous cancer vaccines derives from the identification of hsp70, hsp90 and grp94/gp96 as tumor-specific rejection antigens of chemically induced mouse tumors by Srivastava and colleagues years ago (35-37). It was observed that vaccination with tumor-derived hsps elicited a strong immunity against the syngeneic tumor, but not against antigenically distinct tumors. Although hsp genes from tumors and normal tissues reveal no differences in the predicted amino acid sequences, hsps derived from normal tissues do not induce tumor immunity (38, 39). The immunogenicity of these tumor-derived hsps was found to be due to the individually distinct array of antigenic peptides associated with hsps. This is consistent with the well-recognized capacity of hsps to bind polypeptide chains in response to physiological stress (40).
Immunity against the tumor obtained by vaccination of tumor-derived hsps (hsp70 and grp94) was first shown to occur in preventative immunization settings. It has also been shown that vaccination with these stress proteins can result in the therapeutic benefit for pre-established tumors and metastasis (3, 4) . Other stress proteins, specifically calreticulin, hsp110 and grp170 were also found to be able to serve as cancer vaccines (42, 43). So far, tumor immunity elicited by hsps has been demonstrated against a chemically induced tumor, a UV-induced tumor, and spontaneous tumors of different histologic origins such as fibrosarcomas, lung carcinomas, melanomas, colon cancers and prostate cancer (3, 4, 39, (42) (43) (44) .
The use of tumor-derived hsps as vaccines takes advantage of the peptide binding properties of stress proteins (as briefly outlined above) and purification of an hsp or grp from a tumor is believed to co-purify a specific peptide "fingerprint" of the cancer cell of origin. As a result of these peptides, many of which are expected to be antigenic, the hsp preparation can be used as a multivalent vaccine. Hsp-peptide complexes derived from tumors circumvents the need to identify a large number of CTL epitopes from individual cancers that are normally required to create vaccines. This advantage extends the use of hspbased immunotherapy to cancers where specific tumor antigens have not yet been characterized. Secondly, this approach reduces the possibility of tumor cells escaping from immunotherapy due to single antigen loss, since a diverse antigenic repertoire would be available in the vaccine. Interestingly, hsps do not elicit an immune response to themselves. These properties make hsp vaccines effective, less toxic, and safe for human use. Success in pre-clinical animal studies has led to phase I clinical trials using tumor-derived grp94/gp96 preparations as autologous tumor vaccines against renal cancer, melanoma (M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX), pancreatic cancer (Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, NY), and gastric cancer (University of Mainz, Germany) (45). The results from these preliminary clinical trials show promising data (30).
Although the hsp/grp vaccines contain the antigenic peptides, a significant number of self-peptides would also be expected to be chaperoned. This raises the possibility of eliciting auto-immunity. However, no autoimmune reactions or severe side effects of the vaccine have so far been observed in any of the immunized patients (46). Hsps/grps purified from tumor may carry a "fingerprint" of peptides derived from tumor cell proteins, however, only a small percentage of the associated peptides would actually be true tumor antigens. While potentially powerful, the use of this approach clinically may be limited by the quantity of hsp/grp, which can be purified from a patient's surgical tumor specimen. Beyond this conventional approach, other novel antigen-specific vaccine strategies are being developed.
Hsp-peptide based vaccines
It has been shown that hsp-peptide complexes can be generated in vitro and could elicit specific CTL responses without any additional adjuvant. This occurred despite the fact that the quantity of antigenic peptides associated with an immunogenic dose of hsp-peptide complexes was found to be extremely small (~1-2 nanograms) (47-49). Exogenous peptides can compete with the endogenous peptides to anneal with heatdissociated gp96 as well as hsp110 (unpublished) noncovalently. Such in vitro reconstituted vaccines have advantages such as relative ease of construction and production and chemical stability. Moreover, the ability to specifically select peptides (dominant, subdominant and Thelper) allows the design of highly tailored hsp vaccines.
In addition to non-covalent complexes of peptides with mammalian hsps, covalent or non-covalent complexes of mycobacterial hsp65 or hsp70 with peptides can also be used to elicit potent and specific responses to the associated peptides (50, 51) . However, peptide-based vaccines also have potential disadvantages. Peptides may also induce Tcell tolerance. Additionally, due to HLA restrictions, peptide antigens must be carefully chosen to match the HLA phenotype of the patient. Another important concern which is often not appreciated is that different hsps appear to have different peptide binding affinities or preferred motifs. Thus, one cannot select an appropriate peptide based on HLA phenotype and assume it will bind to the hsp/grp used (often grp94/gp96). Indeed, the preferred mofit is not known for some hsps/grps (e.g. grp94), further complicating this issue. Future studies will eventually define these motifs for each major hsp/grp. Lastly, considering antigen escape as one of the major pitfalls for this approach, multiple peptides from different tumor antigens can be selected and mixed to generate polyvalent vaccine in order to generate a more vigorous and diverse immune response.
Hsp-protein based vaccines
The peptide binding properties of hsps has been studied based on their abilities to bind to and stabilize proteins. As discussed earlier, the hsps and grps have been shown to be involved in numerous cellular processes involving binding to full length proteins, hypothetically via the binding to preferred peptide motifs in an exposed length of peptide chain. It is this basic function and not the binding to peptides or immune functions that has driven studies of peptide binding properties. However, with all of interest in hsps and grps as peptide carrying vaccines, the immunotherapy element of the field has missed an important potential application. This new approach uses recombinant hsps non-covalently bound to a well-known, full length, tumor antigen in vitro as a vaccine. This employs the natural chaperoning property of the hsp to form a natural hsp-protein antigen complex in vitro, usually by using heat shock as the means for coupling.
This approach provides a highly concentrated vaccine preparation targeting a specific protein antigen. More importantly, the adjuvant activity of mammalian hsps would help to elicit powerful immune responses against the hsp-associated antigen without any additional adjuvant. Since whole proteins generally contain a large reservoir of potential antigenic epitopes available to CD4/CD8 T cells, hsp-protein vaccine may circumvent HLA restriction and provide a universal vaccine relevant to any immune background. Hsp-protein vaccines can also provide several T-cell epitopes for a single allele as well as several T-cell epitopes presented by different MHC class I and II alleles. Thus, such a full-length protein preparation would be "partially polyvalent" as well as being targeted against a specific tumor antigen. Moreover, such a vaccine would not be specific to an individual, as are tumor-derived hsp vaccines (32), but could be applied to any patient with a tumor expressing that tumor antigen. For example, in the case of her-2/neu antigen, a hsp110-her-2 complex vaccine could be used for the treatment of numerous patients with breast cancer as well as prostate, colon, lung and ovarian cancers that express her-2/neu. Lastly, this approach simplifies the vaccine production process since surgical specimens are not required. Preparation of such vaccines would be much less labor intensive than that of tumorderived hsp and would be available in unlimited quantity. Currently, the vaccine efficiency of hsp110-her-2/neu (specifically the 84 kDa intracellular domain of her2/neu) complex has been investigated in our laboratory. We have observed that this complex is highly potent in eliciting antigen specific cellular and humoral immunity (manuscript submitted).
Hsp-based DNA vaccines
Another approach to hsp based vaccination is the use hsp-based DNA (52, 53) . This approach uses hsps in the form of chimeric DNA through linkage of known antigen genes to hsp, which potentially increases the potency of DNA vaccines by a yet to be identified mechanism. It is suggested that the chimeric hsp-antigen DNA is taken up by numerous cells using a "gene gun" method of delivery. This would include dendritic cells (i.e. Langerhans cells) present in the lower, epidermal layers of the skin, bypassing the need for receptor-mediated or other forms of endocytosis. One major advantage of DNA vaccines is the ability to endogenously generate a CTL response against the antigen, since it is difficult to induce a CTL response using protein-based vaccines (not inclusive of the hsp vaccines discussed here which can induce strong CTL responses). A second advantage of DNA vaccines is their staibility and ease of preparation. It has been reported that vaccines containing human papilloma virus type 16 E7 and hsp70 fusion genes resulted in preventive and therapeutic effects against an established tumor via CD8-dependent pathways (52) . Although the hsp fusion gene vaccine holds promise, safety issues such as the risk of integration of DNA into the host genome and the development of autoimmune disease due to induction of response against transfected cells need to be resolved.
Hsp fusion protein vaccines
Another approach which combines natural hspprotein complexes and hsp-DNA strategies (discussed in the preceding sections) utilizes chimeric DNA complexes which are then used to generate recombinant proteins in vitro for use as vaccines. It has been demonstrated that a recombinant protein consisting of the HIV-1 p24 antigen fused to the amino-terminus of mycobacterial hsp70 elicited both humoral and cellular immune responses in mice (54) . In a separate study, immunization with hsp65/E7 fusion proteins protect mice against challenge with a E7-expressing murine tumor cell line (TC-1 cells), a model of cervical carcinoma (34). These tumor-free animals are also protected against re-challenge with TC-1 cells. In addition, therapeutic immunization with hsp65/E7 fusion proteins induces regression of palpable tumors, confers protection against tumor re-challenge, and is associated with long-term survival (34). The means by which these fusion proteins act to stimulate CTL responses are unknown, but may be a result of strong hsp-specific CD4+ helper cell responses that enhance what might otherwise be a minimal response to the soluble proteins (49, [54] [55] [56] . It may also be related to the chaperone function of hsps that delivers the fusion protein to intracellular compartments of antigen-presenting cells for processing into short peptides and loading onto MHC classI (57, 58) . The latter assumes that the fusion does not interfere with the natural in vivo hsp function. It has recently been demonstrated that hsp70 fusion proteins can elicit a CTL response in the absence of CD4+ T lymphocytes. Additionally, this function resides in a 200-amino acid segment of hsp70, which does not include the peptide binding domain (59) . This indicates that hsp70 within a fusion protein acts via maturation of DCs regardless of the peptide binding property.
Cell-based hsp vaccines
Recently, hsp-peptide complexes were demonstrated to be internalized by antigen presenting cells through receptor mediated endocytosis (24, 57). Adoptive transfer of ex vivo-expanded DCs pulsed with autologous hsps or recombinant hsp vaccines may be used as a cell vaccine strategy for cancer treatment. Hsp vaccines can deliver a tumor antigen directly to functional APCs. This would be beneficial to the patient with impaired immunocompetence, since impaired APC activity could be partially responsible for defective immune responses observed in tumor-bearing hosts (60) .
Another cellular vaccine is tumor cells transfected with an hsp gene. It has been shown that a murine macrophage tumor cell line transfected with mycobacterial hsp65 gene abrogated its tumorigenicity in rodent models (61, 62) . Furthermore, stable transfection of autologous hsp70 or hsp110 in B16 melanoma and colon-26 tumor cell lines significantly enhanced the immunogenicity of the tumor. Vaccination with these irradiated tumor cells elicited tumor-specific immunity (63) . These findings suggest that certain hsps are associated with tumor immunogenicity and that the induction/overexpression of these hsps might help to break tolerance to tumor antigens that otherwise remain immunologically hidden in the progressively growing tumor. Although the mechanisms underlying these observations still remain unclear, gene manipulation of certain hsps may provide a novel approach to boost the immune response and irradiated hspoverexpressing cells as whole tumor cell vaccines may be used for immunotherapy. A significant limitation in the use of gene modified autologous tumor cells is the need to culture tumor cells in vitro for gene transfers and whole cell vaccine could also introduce transforming DNA or potentially immunosuppressive factors.
In addition to the above discussions which have focused on cancer, immunization with hsp-peptide complexes derived from virus-transformed or infected cells was also found to elicit viral immunity (64, 65) and can cross-prime an antiviral response in mice of another haplotype (66, 67) . Therefore, while the emphasis has been on cancer, hsp based vaccines could also be valuable in the treatment of infectious diseases.
IMPROVEMENT OF HSP-BASED VACCINATION
The approaches to the use of hsps in cancer immunotherapy, described in the preceding sections, are still in various stages of development. Only one has is being actively examined in clinical trials, i.e. tumor derived hsp preparations (3, 36, 39, 41, 46) . The examination of some of the other approaches is anticipated, if not already underway at the time of writing.
Hsp-based immunotherapy (individual tumor-specific and tumorassociated antigen-specific) may be applicable in a broad range of patients and may also provide benefit as an adjuvant to current standard cancer therapies.
Like other approaches in cancer immunotherapy, hsp vaccines, are not effective in all patients and might only increase the survival time and improve the quality of life. As is the case with cancer immunothearpy in general, hsp-based vaccines may require improvement to generate more potent therapeutic cancer vaccines.
Since the immune system consists of several different and interacting elements, a combinational therapy utilizing other approaches to immunomodulation together with hsp-based vaccination may generate a more powerful vaccination approach.
Hsp-based immunotherapy combined with hyperthermia
Fever-like hyperthermia has been shown to have important stimulatory effects on several immunological endpoints. We have shown that mild, fever-like hyperthermic conditions combined with tumor-derived hsp immunization significantly reduces tumor volumes and enhances the vaccine efficiency on a mole-to-mole basis of the two heat inducible members of this group, hsp110 and hsc70, but not grp170 (42). Okamoto et al (68) also demonstrated that tumor-derived cellular lysate enhanced tumor-specific CTL responses when combined with hyperthermia (43 degree for 60 min) and reported that a fraction enriched in hsp70 appeared to be involved. The enhanced equivalent efficiency of hsp vaccines after feverlike hyperthermia could be a consequence of enhanced proteosome activity (i.e., production of new peptides), enhanced peptide binding by the hsps, or other factors like conformational changes. While the mechanism by which mild heating stimulates the activity of hsp110 and hsc70 is unknown, it seems logical that it would be accompanied by an altered spectrum or fraction of hsp, which actually bind peptide.
Whereas it is well known that a prior heat shock can protect cells against inflammatory stress both in vitro and in vivo (69, 70) , it was shown (71) that induction of a subsequent heat stress in cells 'primed' by inflammation can precipitate cell death by apoptosis.
Additionally, hyperthermia may be used as an adjuvant to stimulate other immunological elements that may enhance vaccine potency of hsps. It has been shown that fever-range hyperthermia results in several changes in murine lymphocytes indicative of altered activation levels. These include alteration in the organization of the spectrin-based cytoskeleton and formation of uropods, activation and organization of several protein kinase C isoforms, enhancement of the Lselectin dependent adhesion of lymphocytes to high endothelial venules, and induction of hsp (72) (73) (74) . There is also a dramatic lymphopenia seen in the blood during and immediately after fever-range whole body hyperthermia treatment in mice (75) . Furthermore, hyperthermia has been shown to increase leukocyte infiltration into the tumor site (76) . These findings suggest extravasation of lymphocytes from the blood into peripheral tissues directed by hyperthermia. Such leukocyte homing has been suggested to be due in part to the hyperthermia induced alteration in selectin-and integrin-based adhesion (73, (77) (78) (79) .
Cancer gene therapy is another important application of the hsp promoter and hyperthermia when used in combination. One advantage of gene therapy over traditional therapy is the potential to target the expression of therapeutic genes in desired cells or tissues. The hsp promoters can dramaticaly activate gene expression of desirable cytokines following a heat shock. Intratumoral expression of IL-12 under the control of a heat inducible promoter (e.g. hsp70) in combination with hyperthermia has been examined (80) . Further, when HIV tat gene is added downstream of a heat shock promoter, IL-2 is induced more than 3 fold after a heat shock of 42 o C (81).
Hsp-based vaccine combined with CTLA-4 blockade
Hsps are emerging as key danger signals providing the immune system with both signal I (upregulation of MHC class I and II molecules) and signal II (up-regulation of co-stimulatory molecules). However, engagement of co-stimulatory molecules with cytolytic Tlymphocyte associated molecule-4 (CTLA-4), a homologue of CD28 that is mainly expressed on activated T cells, may result in T cell anergy thereby preventing the hsp vaccine from being effective enough in immunized individuals.
The CTLA-4 molecule has 20-fold higher affinity than CD28 to bind B7 co-stimulatory molecules (82) . Interaction of CTLA-4 with B7-1 and B7-2 co-stimulatory molecules has been shown in vitro to prevent T cell proliferation by inhibiting IL-2 production and IL-2R expression and arresting cell cycle progression (83) (84) (85) (86) . Interestingly, CTLA-4 blockade in vivo with anti-CTLA-4 mAb has been shown to have significant anti-tumor therapeutic effects (87) (88) (89) (90) (91) (92) . Both CD8 + and CD4 + T cells appear to be involved (91) . These observations support a hypothesis that tumor-specific T cells undergo apoptosis through CTLA-4 engagement rendering them unable to kill tumor cells. Blocking CTLA-4 molecules with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs) can prevent this interaction and facilitate CD28/B7 interaction for T cell effector function. This CTLA-4 blockade has been demonstrated to potentiate antitumor immune response against a number of experimental cancers, including murine colorectal carcinoma (51Blim10), fibrosarcoma (Sa1N) (87), mammary carcinoma (SM1), the transgenic adenocarcinoma of mouse prostate (TRAMP)-derived primary prostate cancer cell line, TRAMP-C1 (88, 92) and residual metastatic prostate cancer (89) . Up-regulation of co-stimulatory molecules by hsps when combined with CTLA-4 blockade may facilitate B7/CD28 interactions preventing T cell anergy and leading to effective T cell function.
PROSPECTIVE
Heat shock or stress proteins have long been recognized as a most highly conserved gene system which is also regulated in a conserved manner. For many years these unique and ancient proteins have been studied as essential components in numerous functions within the cell. These functions, at a fundamental level, are common to all living cells from prokaryotes to the individual cells of complex organisms such as man. It was the long held belief that hsps were entirely intracellular and did not serve any functional extracellular purpose. Studies in the last decade, in particular, have demonstrated that in complex organisms, this is not correct. Indeed, it is now evident that hsps, which are abundant and conserved proteins in all living cells, are deeply involved in the evolution of at least one complex protective response of advanced multicellular organisms, i.e. the immune response. That hsps may also play key roles in other organismal systems essential to the functions of highly integrated and complex cellular assemblies, e.g. man, is also a clear possibility. The present review discusses our knowledge of the roles and uses of hsps in the immune response and in immunotherapy. The focus here has been on new methods of applying this information. However, as a basic area of biomedical research, this field remains in its infancy and many new, unexpected and exciting discoveries can be expected in the present decade. 
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